high-dimensional tensor space and recognition methods operating directly on this space suffer from the curse of dimenThis paper solves the gait recognition problem in a multilinsinalityc [4] ow th e entr ofgai s uete sequenc ear principal component analysis (MPCA) framework. Gait are often highly correlated with surrounding entries and these sequences are naturally described as tensor objects and fea-gait sequences are highly constrained. They will in fact be ture extraction for tensor objects is important in computer vi-confined to a gait (tensor) is not well researched and most of the gait recognition algoGait recognition [1,2], the identification of individuals in video rithms in the literature extract features based on frame-bysequences by the way they walk, has recently gained signififrame processing and they are not fully utilizing the spatial cant attention. This interest is strongly motivated by the need and temporal correlations in the data [1, 3, 6]. Recently, an for automated person identification system at a distance in attempt has been made to solve the gait recognition problem visual surveillance and monitoring applications in security-by extending PCA to the multilinear case [7], where higher sensitive environments, e.g., banks, parking lots, and airports, order SVD (HOSVD) [8] truncation has been used. where other biometrics such as fingerprint, face or iris inforIn this paper, as a further development of [7], a new mulmation are not available at high enough resolution for recogtilinear principal component analysis (MPCA) formulation is nition [3]. Furthermore, night vision capability is usually im-proposed for dimensionality reduction and feature extraction possible with other biometrics due to the limited signature in in gait recognition. Operating directly on the original gait the IR image [3]. Gait is a complex spatio-temporal biometric data in their tensorial representation, the proposed MPCA is characteristic that can address the problems above.
Dimensionality reduction is commonly used to transform component analysis (PCA) operates on vectors and it is not dia high-dimensional data set into a low-dimensional subspace rectly applicable to gait sequences. This work introduces an while retainin most of the underlyin structure in the data MPCA framework for feature extraction from gait sequences g. y g . a by seeking a multilinear projection onto a tensor subspace of [5.PicplCmoetAays(C)isalsialin ear technique for dimensionality reduction but for direct aplower dimensionality which captures most of the variance of plication on gait sequences, it needs to reshape (vectorize) the original gait samples. A subset of the extracted eigen-these tensor objects into vectors in a very high-dimensional tensors are selected and the classical LDA is then applied. Furthermore, the reshaping breaks the structure and correlaGait Challenge data sets using the proposed solution.
tion in the original data and thus the redundancy and strucresults indicate that with a simple design, the proposed algo-tur in th .rgnldt sntfll rsre.Teeoe '~~~~~turein the original data iS not fully preserved. Therefore, a rithm outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms. dimensionality reduction algorithm operating directly on the gait sequences in their tensor representation rather than their 1. INTRODUCTION vectorized versions is desirable. Nevertheless, this approach is not well researched and most of the gait recognition algoGait recognition [1, 2] , the identification of individuals in video rithms in the literature extract features based on frame-bysequences by the way they walk, has recently gained signififrame processing and they are not fully utilizing the spatial cant attention. This interest is strongly motivated by the need and temporal correlations in the data [1, 3, 6] . Recently, an for automated person identification system at a distance in attempt has been made to solve the gait recognition problem visual surveillance and monitoring applications in security-by extending PCA to the multilinear case [7] , where higher sensitive environments, e.g., banks, parking lots, and airports, order SVD (HOSVD) [8] truncation has been used. where other biometrics such as fingerprint, face or iris inforIn this paper, as a further development of [7] , a new mulmation are not available at high enough resolution for recogtilinear principal component analysis (MPCA) formulation is nition [3] . Furthermore, night vision capability is usually im-proposed for dimensionality reduction and feature extraction possible with other biometrics due to the limited signature in in gait recognition. Operating directly on the original gait the IR image [3] . Gait is a complex spatio-temporal biometric data in their tensorial representation, the proposed MPCA is characteristic that can address the problems above.
a multilinear algorithm performing dimensionality reduction
Most of the gait recognition algorithms proposed in the in all modes by seeking a number of bases in each mode that literature take gait silhouette sequences as the input, which allows most of the variations in the original gait samples to are three-dimensional objects naturally represented as third-be captured by the projected features. Section 2 presents the order tensors, with the spatial row, column and the temporal new MPCA framework and in Section 3, an MPCA-based gait modes for the three dimensions. They are specified in a very recognition system that performs LDA on selected gait features obtained directly from gait samples represented as ten- 
by these linear subspaces. Let f(n) denote the In x Pn matrix (2) containing the Pn orthornormal n-mode basis vectors. The where U~ (1), .... ,j(n-),j(n+ ),
..,U(N), the optimization of P(n) depends on the projec- 
Now b (n) * is determined by the input gait samples only and is Based on Definition 1, the objective function of MPCA is independent on other projection matrices. The optimal (n) to determine the N projection matrices { j(n) R which are named as eigentensors in this paper.
Keeping the first Pn, columns of the full projection matrix tion. Hence, memory requirements for the MPCA algorithm UW in n-mode for all n gives an initial projection matrix can be as low as O(H$, In,) and MPCA computes the solu-U(n). This solution is close to the (local) optimal solution and tion without requiring all gait samples in the memory. This is it is a good point to start the iterations in MPCA. This initiala major advantage of MPCA, especially for large databases, ization is equivalent to the MPCA solution based on HOSVD compared with approaches forming an (N + 1)th-order tentruncation in [7] . sor for Nth-order tensor gait samples to perform HOSVD [7] , The termination criterion is to be determined using the which imposes very high memory requirement and increases objective function 'Iy. In particular, the iterative procedure is the time complexity as well.
terminated if (yk -Yk I ) < rT, where T yk and Tyk 1 are the results from the kth and (k -l)th iterations, respectively.
3 GAIT RECOGNITION USING MPCA PLUS LDA In addition, the maximum number of iterations allowed is set to K for computational consideration.
In the problem of gait recognition, the input data are gait image sequences with very high-dimensionality. The projection 2.3. Determination of the subspace dimensionality matrices {U(n), n = 1, ...
N} obtained through maximizing When Pn for each n is not specified, a method named Q Ty of a set of training gait samples {X m ,= M} based method is proposed to determine them. From the def-through MPCA can be used on these sequences in their natuinition of the Frobenius norm,~~A~~F=~~A(n,)~Fl Thus, ral tensor representation for dimensionality reduction and fea- the matrices 4?(n), the eigen-decomposition of 4?(n), and the computation of the multilinear projection Ym. 4?(n) is more An input gait sequence is firstly partitioned into a numefficiently computed using multilinear multiplication rather ber of gait samples. As in [7] , each half gait cycle is treated than Kronecker products. The computations of 4?(n), the Pn as a gait sample (3rd-order tensor) in this paper, which is obeigenvectors of 4?(n) and Ym take O(MN. (N±1) Since MPCA takes samples of the same dimensions in all 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS the modes for feature extraction, the input gait samples (half cycles) need to be normalized to standard dimensions first.
To evaluate the proposed framework, gait recognition experiThe spatial (row and column) modes normalization is through ments are carried out on the USF HumanID "Gait Challenge" image resizing and the time mode normalization is through data sets version 1.7 [1] for preliminary evaluation. The hutemporal interpolation as in [7] . The normalized tensor samman gait sequences in these data sets were captured under ples are then centered by subtracting the mean obtained from different conditions (walking surfaces, shoe types and viewthe gallery samples.
ing angles). The gallery set contains 71 sequences (subjects) From the gallery set, a set of eigentensors are obtained, and seven experiments (probe sets) are designed for human with Pn determined by a user-specified Q. For the task of gait identification. The capturing condition for each probe set recognition, it should be noted that although with Pn < I1, is summarized in brackets after the probe name in Table 1 , some of the small variations and noise are removed but the rewhere C,G,A,B,L,R, standing for cement surface, grass surmaining eigentensors encode not only the inter-subject variface, shoe type A, shoe type B, left view, and right view, reations but also the intra-subject variations in the gallery set.
spectively. The capturing condition of the gallery set is GAR. Clearly not all of them are useful for recognition and a feaThe silhouette data extracted by the baseline algorithm [1] ture selection strategy is proposed to select eigentensors acis the input to the proposed algorithm for fair comparison cording to their class discriminability [11] , which is defined against other gait recognition algorithms. as the ratio of the between-class and within-class scatter, folThere are 731 gait samples obtained in the Gallery set and lowing the framework of [9] : each subject has an average of roughly 10 samples available. figure, it is oborder and only the first Hy entries of Ym are kept for classifi-served that the EigenTensorGaits act as a set of multiresocation, with Hy determined empirically or user-specified. lution filters, and the projection using them is very similar A classical linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is then apto applying a filter bank in multiresolution analysis. Each plied to obtain an MPCA+LDA approach for recognition, sim-EigenTensorGait can be viewed as a filter and the projection ilar to the popular approach of PCA+LDA [12] . LDA seeks a is similar to a filtering process. projection V to maximize the ratio of the between-class scat- 
